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Posner ’s new book gives us all pause
to think about fellow humans

I studied Greek over a half-
century ago and do not pre-
tend to remember much. But
I do recall a class in which
we were translating a scene

from the “I l i ad ,” the Greek epic
about the Trojan War.

Hector, Troy’s best warrior, is
talking to his wife before he re-
turns to battle. He then leans
down to pick up his son Astyanax.
The little boy is frightened of the
horse-hair plume on Hector’s hel-
met. The husband and wife share
a parental laugh as Hector re-
moves his helmet before picking
up his son and hugging him. It
would turn out to be the last time
Hector ever saw his family before
he was killed in battle.

At the time, I was struck that a
domestic scene written more than
2,500 years ago could still be so
evocative today. But the instructor
teaching our class went beyond
this. He observed that what is
equally significant was who was
involved in the story: not the
Greeks, but their enemies. Homer
is skillfully reminding his Greek
audience that their enemies are
people not much different from
t h e m s e l ve s .

The word “e m p at hy ” has only
been around since 1909. But the
idea it expresses is the ability to
vicariously experience the feel-
ings, thoughts and experience of
another goes back much further.
And it is a capacity that is vital
for a lawyer to possess.

Obviously, she needs to feel
what it must be like to be in the
shoes of her client. But equally
important, a lawyer must try to
feel what it is like to be in the
place of her adversary.

Emily Katz Anhalt has written
a perceptive new book titled “En -
raged: Why Violent Times Need
Ancient Greek Myths” ( Ya l e,
2017). It is based on her belief that
the stories a culture tells help
shape the choices we make and
the ways we treat one another.

She contends that despite the
innumerable deaths, the Iliad is
hardly a celebration of war. The
victims are “not nameless fight-
e rs .” In a scene describing hor-
rible carnage, the epic occasion-
ally stops and describes in great
detail the life of one of the dead
wa r r i o rs .

We learn of the wife of one, the
elderly parents of another, the
children of yet another. Homer
makes sure that we understand
that the “gl o r y ” of a hero like
Achilles comes at the expense of
the senseless deaths of so many
innocent men. In Anhalt’s words,
“The Iliad makes us see all dying
warriors, not just Greek ones, as
fully human and important and
their deaths as tragic.”

I thought of this necessity for
empathy when I read former
judge Richard A. Posner’s newest
book, “Reforming the Federal Ju-
diciary (2017). On the one hand,
this self-published book is intend-
ed as an explanation for his sud-
den retirement from the 7th U.S,
Circuit Court of Appeals in
September. But it is also a cri de
coeur castigating the court for its
treatment of pro se litigants.

It may surprise you to learn
that about half of the appellants
in the 7th Circuit are pro se. Of
this group, about half are pris-
oners. And only 12.9 percent of
pro se litigants obtain relief. Pos-
ner is critical of the court’s re-
fusal to help find a lawyer for pro
se litigants in those cases where
having a lawyer is crucial. But he
is equally critical of the court’s
practice of denying relief without

providing the pro se litigant an
adequate (and understandable)
explanation of why.

He particularly disapproves of
the court’s handling of its staff
attorney program, which is largely
responsible for cases involving pro
se litigants.

Posner characterizes himself as
“the only member of my court
who feels empathy for the pro ses.
And I admit that it’s a relatively
new feeling for me.” On the issue
of empathy, he continues, “I con-
fess that for the first 25 or even

30 years of being a federal judge I
did not feel empathy for many
litigants. They were nothing to
me; they were alien; about half of
them were prison inmates, crim-
inals, and many of the other pro
ses were ex-criminals; all struck
me as failures.”

He dates his new-found empa-
thy as starting around this
March. And what caused it? He
bluntly states, “I don’t really

k n ow.” But he goes on to note that
“I am embarrassed that it took
me a long time to notice the mis-
treatment [of pro ses by many
different actors in the criminal
justice system] … I don’t know
why it took a long time … But
better late than never.”

Posner says this near the end of
the book, but makes no reference
to an incident described much
earlier that he said occurred only
recently: his first visit to the Cook
County Jail. Interestingly, this was
only the second visit he had ever
made to a correctional facility.

He describes his reaction to the
five inmates with whom he spoke:
“All of them were pleasant, ar-
ticulate, unthreatening and really
seemed quite normal.” He then
calls his tour of the jail “an eye-
opening experience.” Characteriz -
ing prisoners as, in a sense, the
“clients” of federal judges, he con-
tends that judges need to “un -
derstand them better than most
of us do.”

Reading Posner’s book made
me think of Homer’s depiction of
the Trojan War. On the one hand,
the war could be seen as nothing
more than the deaths of thou-
sands of fungible warriors outside
the walls of Troy. Yet Homer oc-
casionally stops and makes us
look at the complex human being
behind one of them. He makes us
see, really see, the bonds we share
with those we so glibly call
“aliens” or “e n e m i e s .”

Posner says that he wrote more
than 3,300 opinions in his career.
Yet his all-too-brief experience at
the Cook County Jail reminds us
how important it is for lawyers
and judges to get past legal labels.

We cannot simply deal with
plaintiffs and defendants, appel-
lants and appellees, petitioners
and respondents. We have to rec-
ognize we are judging human be-
ings. And this means that, ulti-
mately, we are actually judging
o u rs e l ve s .
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